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After undergoing gall bladder surgery at age twenty-three, Jennette Fulda decided it was time to
lose some weight. Actually, more like half her weight. At the time, Jennette weighed 372 pounds.
Jennette was not born fat. But, by fifth grade, her response to a school questionnaire asking
what would you change about your appearance was, "I would be thinner.” Sound familiar? Half-
Assed is the captivating and incredibly honest story of Jennette’s journey to get in shape, lose
weight, and change her life. From the beginning dusting off her never-used treadmill and
steering clear of the donut shop, to the end with her goal weight in sight, Jennette wows readers
with her determined persistence to shed pounds and the ability to maintain her ever-present
sense of self.

"In this touching, funny, and sincere story, Jennette Fulda, who was once 372 pounds, recounts
her lifelong struggle with her weight- first accepting it, then losing half of it." -- Shape Magazine,
August 2008Blogger Fulda explains how she lost 186 pounds. In January 2005, she weighed
twice that. A year earlier, after having her gallbladder removed at the age of 23, she'd realized
her weight was threatening her life and vowed to get into shape. "Only I didn't," she writes. "I
stayed fat for at least another year. Wake up call received. Snooze button pushed." Fulda did
eventually take control, changing her eating habits and taking up exercise: first walking, then
jogging, then a combination of jogging, pilates and weight training. She started a blog, "Half of
Me," to chronicle her progress. As of February 2007, she had lost half her body weight; in the
final chapter, she writes that she's within 15 pounds of her goal weight (160 pounds) but warns,
"I may have lost the weight, but it could still find me again." Fulda provides a fair amount of
weight-loss information only the diet-and-fitness-obsessed could really love, but the book is
redeemed by the engaging account of her personal history interwoven throughout. In a
conversational and honest voice, she describes tackling the age-old paradox of trying to accept
herself while also trying to change. This dialectical process caused her to run afoul of online "fat
acceptance" communities, which work to decrease the marginalization of the overweight and the
obese. "If I really accepted myself as I was, it meant I'd recognized who I was to the best of my
ability, flaws and all," writes Fulda. "It didn't mean I was necessarily satisfied with all the materials
that made the house of me." A winsome, charming memoir of personal discovery. -- Kirkus
Reviews, Feb. 15, 2008 Following Indianapolis-based blogger Jennette Fulda's journey to lose
almost two-thirds of herself is so inspiring you'll fill your cart with nothing but turkey cutlets and
cruciferous vegetables for weeks. At age 24, she weighed 372 pounds. "The truth is," she writes,
"I was a big, fat cliche." Despite some emotionally heavy moments, Fulda's biting humor and no-
holds-barred honestly keep you turning the pages. -- Women's Health, July 2008 --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJennette was born in Indianapolis,



but raised in Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, and then Indiana again by a family of corporate
gypsies. A graduate of Indiana University, she works full-time as a web developer and started the
popular weight-loss blog, Half of Me, in January 2005.After several weight loss attempts (during
which she consumed well over two dozen donuts), she finally got her ass in gear in January of
2005. She is now thirteen pounds away from her goal of losing half her body weight.When not
blogging, Jennette can be found working her way through her Netflix queue, crocheting items
that might be too fugly to wear, and sewing curtains that make her living room look only
somewhat like a circus tent. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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lose.CHAPTER 1A History of FatnessYellow noodles of fat spilled out of Ms. Ribbit’s gut. It
wasn’t what I was expecting. The textbook featured a precisely drawn diagram of internal
organs, clearly defined and colored in neatly between the lines. There wasn’t supposed to be
any fat. Ms. Ribbit either needed liposuction or someone had stuffed her with Ramen noodles
before a shipping error diverted her from the nearest French restaurant to Mrs. Anderson’s
biology class.“Ew! That is disgusting!” the boy standing next to me said. Then he started
chuckling. The boy’s name is forgotten like the names of dozens of boys from my youth, though
their words are far more memorable.“We have the fattest frog ever!” He smacked the table in
laughter and pointed out our frog’s flayed guts to another nameless boy at the next table. “I
guess she took too many trips to the IHOP!”I looked down at Ms. Ribbit. Metal pins speared her
four legs, crucifying her to the dissection tray and displaying her white belly in the most
vulnerable of positions. Naked and dead, her guts spilling into the sky, she made it hard to
imagine we could devise a way to insult her further, but grade school boys were creative.I looked
down at the flab around my tummy and the thickness of my thighs. I noticed the slight
chubbiness of my fingers that held the scalpel. Then I looked back into Ms. Ribbit’s glassy, black
eyes.“I’m sorry,” I whispered. “I know exactly how you feel.”Then I continued to cut.I don’t
remember when I first realized I was fat. I just always was. I do remember the first time someone
called me fat. Unsurprisingly, it happened at the beach.I was about eight years old, a number as
round and curvy as I eventually became, when a girl my age and my size stopped me as I was
frolicking among the waves in my hot pink bathing suit. She asked me to play, so we started
building sand castles using cracked plastic buckets. I got up to retrieve some wet sand near the
waterline to add a turret to the east tower. My kneeling playmate pushed herself up against the
shifting sand and stumbled behind me.“Hey, where are you going?” she asked, slightly
panicked.“I just needed to get some more sand,” I replied.“Oh, okay,” she said, staring at me for a
moment. “We fat girls need to stick together.”Oh my God. Had she just called me fat? I gave her
a look up and down. Was I as chubby as she was? Looking back at photos from that trip, I have
to admit I resembled a morbidly obese flamingo. Regardless, I couldn’t believe she’d actually
said that. How could she call me fat? Shouldn’t she realize how much that hurt?“Uh, I gotta go,” I



said and dashed back to the safety of my parents’ beach towel, leaving my fat friend alone and
our sand castle sinking into the growing floodplain.I hadn’t been a fat baby. I’d entered this world
at eight pounds, five ounces, although I eventually came close to leaving it at 372 pounds. By
fifth grade I was clearly aware of my growing problem. When I was ten, I filled out a questionnaire
for school that went like this:If you could change one thing about your appearance, it would be?“I
would be thinner.”Too bad my answers to the next questions were as follows:If you could change
one thing about your food, it would be?“I’d have more junk food.”What do you usually do after
school?“Play video games and watch TV.”It’d be nice if I had a good scapegoat for my obesity. I
did come from a family of fat people. I could blame their second-rate DNA, except my older
brother was thin. He was the errant piece of data screwing up the bell curve of blame. When my
mother, father, younger brother, and I were in an elevator, we’d do quick math upon seeing the
warning sign, DO NOT EXCEED 2,000 POUNDS. But my older brother was no threat to the
system of pulleys and cables. I don’t know how he managed it. I should have checked his closet
for a secret minifridge stocked with baby carrots and celery.Sadly, I didn’t have a strange
disorder to be documented in medical textbooks. I was never sexually abused and driven to
build a fat suit of armor for protection. My mother never once nagged me about my weight or put
me on a diet, saving me thousands of dollars on therapy. This was great and all, but it left me
without any good fall guys. If you’re fat, you definitely need a scapegoat or a glandular
problem.The truth is, I was a big, fat cliché. I ate too much and most of my exercise involved
walking from the couch to the refrigerator between commercial breaks. I stole the last piece of
pie. I went back for a third slice of cake. I ate all the Girl Scout cookies and I probably would have
eaten the Girl Scout too if she had been covered in chocolate, caramel, and coconut flakes.In
fourth grade we experimented on a pair of white rats. One rat drank from a bottle of sugar water
while the other was given plain H20. One of the rats got fat and the other didn’t. Obviously I was
supposed to learn something about health and nutrition from this lesson, but I just learned that
rats like to poop in your hand when you try to weigh them. I never thought about those mice and I
never thought about what I ate. When I was hungry I munched on whatever I wanted to, be it half
a loaf of Italian bread or a bunch of grapes in the bottom of the crisper drawer.Every Sunday my
parents would buy chocolate-covered, creamfilled éclairs, a reward for attending church without
faking rapture to break up the boredom. On my birthday I was sure to get the corner piece of
cake, coated in frosting on three sides and topped with a gigantic sugar rose. In my early teens I
learned to make fudge off the side of a cocoa powder box and made more batches than the
local bakeries. Candy making could be a tricky exercise. Wait too long to pour the bubbling
concoction and you’d spend the evening scrubbing hardened sugar crystals out of a pan instead
of snuggling up with a square of creamy walnut fudge. I learned exactly when to pour the fudge,
just when the surface started to lose its gloss, right when I could no longer see the faint
reflection of my double chin in the batter.That was how we ate at my house. There was rarely
anything to contrast against my experience. I got a small inkling of the differences when I visited
my friend Justine’s house, where they didn’t wear shoes on the immaculately clean carpets and



they didn’t keep soda in their refrigerator. What did they drink? Water? When they offered me a
beverage, I had to make do with juice that lacked any carbonated bubbles. When I ate dinner at
my friend Cristy’s house, I was confused when her mother offered me dark brown bread. I didn’t
know bread came in colors other than white. The “normalness” of my diet could only be judged
by comparing it to someone else’s, and I didn’t do much comparing. Even if I had noticed that I
was eating far too many donuts, realizing the problem doesn’t instantly fix it. Diagnosing yourself
with a cold doesn’t clear your nasal passages.I didn’t sit around all day licking beaters and
waiting for my skin to graft to the polyester couch either. I never held my birthday party at
McDonald’s, nor did I get the Easy-Bake Oven and the snow cone maker I wanted for Christmas.
We ate cookies, but we also ate cauliflower. My mom always served a vegetable with every
meal, and I got a lot of exercise roller-skating around the basement to Janet Jackson and Paula
Abdul songs one summer while I tried not to sail into load-bearing walls. I bonded with my
mother by mixing batches of brownie dough in the kitchen but also by riding down to the beach
with her in my Big Wheel, sweating and pedaling fast enough to make the fluorescent flag
behind me flap wildly in the wind.Our bathroom featured aquamarine porcelain speckled with
paint flakes from the ceiling, but no scale. I discovered how much I weighed only on the
occasional trips to the doctor’s office. By middle school, that number was 160 pounds.“Don’t
worry,” the man in the white coat wearing a stethoscope for a necklace told me. “You’ll grow into
it.”I was unconvinced.By high school, I found myself exhaling when the nurse slid the heavy iron
weight up the white markers on the analog scale, hoping that the rush of air out of my lungs
would drop at least an ounce or two off the number. She pushed the lead weight past the 100
mark, then the 150, and finally the dreaded 200 marker. She moved it slowly out of courtesy. It
was more polite than slamming it to the far right immediately, which would have saved us time
but not embarrassment.I was one of the fattest people in my class. I’d stopped wearing hot pink
bathing suits, fearing bright colors might draw unwanted attention to my size. Instead I spent my
senior year of high school wearing baggy, flannel shirts, as though plaid were a form of fat
camouflage, the vertical and horizontal lines making onlookers dizzy enough to distract them
from my size.I feared school bus emergency drills. Twice a year we’d have to jump out the back
of the bus from three terrifying feet above the ground. Two boys were usually recruited to help
students off. When I thought of the terror I would see in their eyes when they had to help me off,
my heart rate would rise as if there really were a fire on the bus. What if I stumbled and tackled
one of them onto the black pavement? Then we really would need an ambulance.As I aged, my
weight was like the stock market—it had its ups and downs, but on average it trended upward.
My first recession came during marching band camp, which drained some fat cells, but
unfortunately also drained my patience. I threw up after the first day of practice while waiting at a
red light, upchucking rescrambled eggs into a barf bag that my mother had stolen from our last
airplane trip (just in case). Later I suffered a spontaneous nosebleed on the field. Then I rubbed
a patch of flesh off my heel by wearing ill-fitting marching shoes. Near the end of the season, I
had to drag my sorry ass to the shade of the conductor’s podium after nearly collapsing from



heat stroke.All this and I still didn’t get a PE credit.I lasted only a year before I turned in my
brocade jacket and feathered hat. Thus ended my only youthful flirtation with anything
resembling organized exercise. I suspected the band leaders wanted me to leave, though I might
have just been suffering from fat girl paranoia: the secret belief that everything that went wrong
could be blamed on my fat. I was too breathless to play during the second half of the routine.
Several times the camp leaders mentioned that we would drop out of the AAA division and into
the less competitive AA division if just one person quit. I held out for the whole season, blood in
my shoes be damned.By the end of high school, I was pushing 260 pounds. I decided the time
between high school and college would be a great period to lose weight since few people at my
new school would know how fat I’d been. I could adopt a whole new identity and no longer be
“the fat girl.” I started walking on my dad’s treadmill in the basement. I needed to weigh myself,
but I didn’t have a scale, so I went to the doctor’s office every week during my brother’s allergy
shot to use the one there. I sat between sniffling children and toy trains every Wednesday,
managing to lose forty pounds without changing my diet or catching chicken pox.Too bad no one
told me college would be a twenty-four-hour buffet. The dorm’s convenience mart was the only
store open late at night, stocked with snack cakes, ice cream pints, and chocolate milk. The
closest grocery store was about a mile away. It was clearly entrapment. I ran out of money on my
meal card before the semester was over, whereas my roommate started buying her friends lunch
so she would use all her funds before they expired. I didn’t think I was eating more than anybody
else, but the negative cash balance on my meal ticket implied otherwise. Was I eating away
homesickness or did overweight underclassmen simply need more calories than skinnier
students? Ever the overachiever, I gained the freshman fifty.The university’s exercise center was
across campus from my dorm room. I reasoned that by the time I got to the center, I would have
exercised enough that I’d have to head back to my room. In some twisted form of logic, this
convinced me that I shouldn’t bother going at all.I registered for an 8:00 AM advertising class
that was booked in an auditorium too small for all the students. Two weeks into classes we were
moved to a lecture hall. It was full of tables with mesh wire baskets hanging underneath and
swivel seats mounted on poles a fixed distance away from the tables. I turned one of the yellow
plastic chairs to the left and sat down, letting out a grunt when the shiny silver wires of the basket
pressed into my thighs like string around sausage. I got up and sat on the stairs in the back of
the room for the rest of the lecture, avoiding eye contact with the other students. I was prepared
to explode in a rant about inadequate seating if anyone accused me of blocking the exits or
violating the fire code, assuming I didn’t break into tears first. That afternoon I dropped the class.
I didn’t need to take a stupid advertising course anyway.I could have learned something from my
freshman roommate, Karen, who did abdominal workouts on our floor. This was brave of her. We
vacuumed only once a semester, and one afternoon I’d seen a cockroach as big as my thumb
scuttle across the floorboards. I didn’t think great abs were worth the possibility that a roach
might scurry across your face. I was fascinated by her dedicated workout schedule. My family
had a committed relationship with the VCR too, but it involved Blockbuster videos, not exercise



tapes. Did other people exercise as much as Karen did? We had sent each other introductory
letters before the semester started. In mine I made sure to mention that I was fat, as if this were
something she needed to be warned about, like leprosy. I watched her do crunches from the
bottom bunk. The top bunk had been out of the question for me. I feared I would break the frame
and asphyxiate my bunkmate in my sleep.“I’m thinking of changing my major,” she said between
leg raises.“Oh, really?” I asked her. Her foot was getting dangerously close to knocking over the
textbook I’d carefully balanced beside the bed to hide my secret stash of Ho Hos hidden
underneath. “What to?” Mentally I added, “And move your foot slightly to the left, would
you?”“Foreign language and international economics,” she replied as she got up. The instructor
on her video kept yelling out commands until she stopped the tape. I couldn’t tell if he were
German or Austrian or perhaps an alien from a planet with very high gravity, which would explain
his muscular physique.“I’ve got to see my advisor about it, but I’m going to run first,” she said as
she grabbed a ponytail holder and put her hair back. I avoided putting my hair back like that
because I was afraid it would accentuate my fat face. Big hair made it look smaller. “See ya later,”
she said as she dashed out the door.I still didn’t have a major. A friend had innocently asked
what I wanted to do with my life after college and I’d started hyperventilating on her parents’ sofa.
At least I was still in school. A girl on the fourth floor who was fatter than me had dropped out
after the first week. I wondered if she’d felt out of place because of her size. I reached under the
bed for the Ho Hos. Sometimes I’d buy a box of the chocolate cupcakes and eat it alone in two
days to dull the stress of my uncertain future. I didn’t want anyone else to know about my
bingeing because I didn’t want to share my emotional problems or my cupcakes with anyone. It
was bad enough that the curly-haired clerk at the convenience store had to know. I thought of
him as my sugar dealer.Perhaps if I’d rewound that tape and done some sit-ups myself, I could
have averted the stretch mark that I saw on my left inner elbow as I ripped open the cellophane
on my Ho Ho. I’d seen it for two semesters now whenever I rested my head in my hands or laid
my arms on a desk. It was a bright pink line that ran for an inch on my otherwise vampire-pale
skin. I traced it with my finger during boring lectures. I was tempted to take a red permanent
marker to my flesh and add two horizontal strokes, making it a scarlet “F” for fat.Stretch marks on
my belly or breasts were easily hidden with shirts and jeans, and no one ever saw the red,
sweaty, chafed mark running beneath my gut flab. My dorm had changing-room stalls that hid my
body from sight during showers. I had lots of stretch marks, but only the ones on my breasts
were welcome. I may have been a big girl, but I had a small chest. It was impossible to find a bra
with a large band size and a small cup size. So I wore bras that didn’t fit or struggled with bra-
strap extenders that altered the proper alignment of the straps, causing them to constantly slip
off my chubby shoulders. I wanted clothes that fit.Eventually I stopped spending my money on
Twinkies at the school’s convenience store, but only because I took time off after sophomore
year. I couldn’t keep filling my schedule with classes like Japanese film or linguistics forever. My
new exercise program included surfing the Internet and running through the anime block on the
Cartoon Network.I spent a lot of time walking in place on our treadmill, traveling nowhere. I



probably lost weight, but I still didn’t own a scale and couldn’t measure the loss. I’d bought a
scale before college, but it had drowned in a basement flood and I never replaced it. Before its
untimely death, I stepped on it only to sadly discover I weighed 270 pounds, which made me
mutter, “Why don’t I just go for 300?” There was something appealing about hitting a round
number, but just as I couldn’t commit to a major, I couldn’t fully commit to being fat. I was too
poor and too scared to buy a new scale because most of them didn’t measure over 300 pounds.
I didn’t want to know if my problem with gravity had become that bad.The treadmill survived the
flood, but it broke during my lost summer. When my father decided it was too expensive to
replace, I felt as if I were being sentenced to fatness forever. I could have started walking around
the block, but my neighborhood had reckless drivers and no sidewalks. That was my excuse, but
in reality I was too ashamed of my size to exercise in public. I could stand the chafing as my
thighs rubbed together, but the piteous glares of neighbors would have rubbed me the wrong
way.Thus ended another period of yo-yo exercising. Strangely, I never yo-yo dieted. I never went
on a diet at all, which was either completely boneheaded of me or completely brilliant,
depending on how you look at it. I had heard that yo-yo dieting could mess with your
metabolism, causing you to gain back even more weight and making it harder to lose weight in
the future.1 Recent studies have shown that this may not be true, although weight cycling might
weaken your immune system.2 Regardless, staying away from diet shakes and rice cakes saved
me the emotional exhaustion that comes from trying dozens of fad diets and failing them all. I
should have made an effort to eat a more balanced diet, though. I was under no delusions that
the bag of peanut butter cups in my desk drawer was part of a healthy eating program, despite
studies showing that chocolate can lower blood pressure.3Even though I wanted to eat better, I
was suspicious of people trying to sell me a book or a plan. They obviously had something to
gain if I bought it. I was cheap and didn’t want to pay for an institutionalized program like Weight
Watchers. If anyone was going to get paid for losing weight, it should be me. I’d be doing all the
work. Those programs never released statistics on how many people were able to lose weight
and keep it off, which made me wonder if they worked at all. I’d heard dieting usually included
food deprivation, which I wasn’t willing to try. It also seemed really complicated. I didn’t think I
could count calories or keep track of the carbohydrate/fat/protein ratios for all of my meals, nor
did I want to.The people who wrote diet books couldn’t agree on anything anyway, so I was
hesitant to trust them. Some authors said carbs were bad; others said they were good. For
several years everyone thought fat would make you fat, but then they decided maybe that wasn’t
true.4 Diets were like religions. There were hundreds of them and everyone thought his or hers
was the right one. Ultimately it was just a matter of faith. I wanted something solid. I wasn’t
interested in dieting.I didn’t want to fail either. I was already fat, but if I tried a diet and it didn’t
work I’d be a big fat loser too. It was safer not to commit to a plan. Even when I started exercising
the summer before college, I never made a formal announcement about it. My family knew what I
was doing when they heard the treadmill in the basement and saw me tag along on boring
doctor visits, but if I could have exercised and weighed myself in secret I would have. If no one



knew I had tried, it would be far less embarrassing when I failed.After two semesters off, I started
college again and eventually found a part-time desk job designing print materials. I got to create
business cards while sitting on my butt all day, saving my feet from the pain of standing for hours
on end, as the cashiers did. I moved into an apartment, and I walked around the complex
regularly, though only during the day. I was hesitant to venture into the neighborhood at night,
which stopped me from making late-night junk food runs. I decided I’d rather have a dead
craving for a jar of frosting than be dead. A month of snowfall stopped me from walking and I
continued to get fatter. At least the extra insulation kept me warm.I had always hoped I would
someday become thin, just as I’d idly hoped I would someday become a rock star. But my pants
were still as big as a potato sack and I wasn’t singing rock anthems to screaming groupies. Was
this thin thing ever going to happen for me? I was in my twenties and I felt like time was running
out to enjoy being thin if I ever lost the weight. I toyed with the idea that I might have deep-seated
emotional issues that were leading me to overeat, but my internal searching didn’t turn up much.
I hated the fat, but I didn’t hate myself. I thought I was a rather intelligent, witty person if you got
to know me. There was just a lot of me to know. The fat was like a separate entity, not a true part
of me. Those extra fat cells were uninvited guests on my body, just like the infestation of pharaoh
ants in my ghetto apartment.I was pretty shy though, always hiding behind a huge mess of frizzy
hair. Fat girls were invisible. Maybe I was making myself fat so I could hide in plain sight? When I
tried to figure out why I was so overweight, everything I came up with sounded like an episode of
Dr. Phil that I would promptly turn off. Sometimes emotional hypotheses seemed like bullshit
explanations. They were simple answers to complex problems. I just needed to walk more and
make sure I wasn’t walking past an ice cream truck. But if it were that simple, how come I hadn’t
been able to do it yet? What was I waiting for?During my senior year of college, my father drove
off for the coast, stopping only to mail a letter that did little to explain why he was divorcing my
mother. I guess I wasn’t the only one doing some soul searching. In German, the word
kummerspeck is used to describe the weight you gain from emotional overeating. It literally
translates to “grief bacon.” If I weren’t staring at my powered-down computer in the dark
wondering what had gone wrong in my parents’ seemingly perfect marriage, I was probably
munching on the orange-chocolate sandwich cookies I’d recently discovered in the candy aisle.
No revelations were printed on the shortbread.If he’d left when I was eleven instead of twenty-
one, I could blame my obesity on him. But I was already pushing 350 pounds by the time he took
off, so I can assign only twenty pounds of weight to his eventual exit. I could try to divvy up the
blame for the rest of the excess weight too—thirty pounds for sodas, forty for a slow metabolism,
and at least five for finals week. That leaves thirty pounds for unresolved emotional issues, fifty-
five for ignoring nutritional information, twenty for an urban infrastructure that didn’t require me to
walk anywhere, and ten wild card pounds left over to blame on everything else. Assigning blame
wasn’t going to make me thin or change what my dad had done.At my college graduation, I was
chosen to carry the departmental banner into the ceremony. Otherwise I would have skipped the
whole ordeal. I was given the largest size robe, but it was still tight around my waist. While many



of my fat photos stimulate the pain center of my brain, looking at my graduation photos makes
electroshock therapy seem like a spa treatment. No one looks thin wearing a black sheet,
especially not the 372-pound girl.At the smaller departmental ceremony later on, I had to stand
up to be recognized for an honor. I felt enormous.That’s because I was.CHAPTER 2Living
LargeOne of the prerequisites for being a fat girl, besides owning at least one pair of pants with
an elastic waistband, is that you must have horrible fat stories. If someone has not made you feel
small for being so big, you won’t be allowed into the fat-girl clubhouse, even if you can’t fit
through the door frame anyway. I sometimes feel as if I didn’t live up to my full discrimination
potential because I don’t have as many fat-girl horror stories as some women. I really should
have left my room more often.The earliest fat shaming I can recall occurred in middle school, a
time in my life I have worked hard not to recall. I prefer to believe that the universe skipped past
that time like the lame track on an otherwise stellar CD. In middle school, the student body was
corralled like cattle onto the bleachers in the gym until the bell rang ten minutes before classes
started. In between weekly brawls, fat girls made for good entertainment.One morning a boy
sidled up to me and tapped me on the shoulder, getting dirty boy germs on my shirt. “Hey, see
my friend over there?” he asked, as if to verify I was not blind as well as fat. I turned and looked
at a pack of three boys wearing jeans and shit-eating grins. They were flanked by another guy
who held his head in his hands and looked as uncomfortable as I felt. “He really likes you,” my
attacker said.I thought so little of my physical attractiveness that I doubt I would have realized if
someone actually did hit on me. However, I could tell I was just the big butt of their joke. I turned
back to stare at the fascinating air molecules swirling in front of me, wishing I were as invisible as
the oxygen I was inhaling in frustrated breaths. The boy continued to stare at me, waiting for
some sort of reaction. I wouldn’t look at him. He didn’t exist. I didn’t exist. This wasn’t happening.
Someday I would become thin and beautiful and I would wreak vengeance on all of these boys,
even if I didn’t know their names.Bored with his prey, the boy bounded back up the bleachers. If I
could rewrite the story, I would throw in a scene in which I tripped him and then kicked him in the
balls.I was shy, so I didn’t venture outside of school much. Most of my time was spent indoors
watching other people’s lives on television rather than living my own. The brick and drywall of our
house became a safe zone from the war fought at school. My brothers never made fun of my fat
and my parents never nagged me about it.Outside of the home, insults could happen anytime,
anywhere, at the most unexpected moments, like a roadside bomb exploding. KABOOM! I
would suddenly be reminded that I was fat and that I should hang my head in shame toward my
potbelly. Insults don’t bounce off a jiggly belly as well as the laws of physics and elasticity would
have you believe. I’d never talked to the girl across the street who was a year ahead of me at a
different high school. Our first verbal exchange didn’t make me regret that. As I walked across
the driveway to my parents’ car, I saw her perched in an open window on the second floor with a
friend.“Jelly roll!” one of them yelled.I stopped in confusion. “What?” I asked, throwing my
question across the street.“Jelly roll!” they now replied in unison as they started giggling. The
words stung as if they’d tossed sticks and stones. Why was she doing this? Weren’t there ants



that she could burn with a magnifying glass instead? “Jelly roll” wasn’t even a good insult. The
boys on the bleachers were far more creative.The next year they moved out after a kitchen fire. I
liked to imagine it happened when she was baking jelly rolls.Sometimes attacks seemed
accidental. As I was walking across the school courtyard thinking about my math homework, one
of two boys behind me murmured, “Doesn’t Jennette have the biggest ass you’ve ever seen?”
Their snickering hit me like shrapnel. The boys on the bleachers wanted to confirm I wasn’t blind,
and the boys behind me seemed to think I was deaf. Did everyone think fat people were
disabled? I did have a huge ass, so in a twisted way I was just hearing the facts. But high school
boys have a way of wielding the truth as a weapon.And I never fought back.Among your fat-girl
stories, there is a mandatory requirement of at least one traumatic shopping experience. If you
have never been reduced to tears in a dressing room, please check your waist measurement;
you may not actually be fat. Or you’re one of the handful of fat girls who never had body issues
and always rocked your fatness. If so, congratulations; you are way more awesome than the rest
of us who let our thunder thighs steal our thunder.My worst fat-girl shopping experience came
near the end of high school, a time when senioritis should have kept me from caring about
anything. At graduation the boys and girls wore robes in our school colors, red and white. They
arranged our seating so we spelled out the first initial of my school’s name. Snap, click, a picture
was taken for the guidance counselor’s wall to celebrate that he was finally rid of us. The white
gowns weren’t a solid white, just a cheap, sheer nylon, so the girls had to wear white or pastel
dresses under their robes. Comply or risk not participating in the ceremony.My high school made
a 250-pound teenage girl buy a white dress. I should have sued it for child abuse.I may as well
have been searching for a six-toed, purple, hairless yeti since they are far more common than a
flattering white dress on a fat girl. After my first unfruitful day of shopping, I wanted to cry all the
way home like the little piggy I felt like. Instead, my mother and I rode home in silence. I rolled
down the window so the glass wouldn’t reflect the image of my fat face. The car pulled into the
driveway and I got out as quickly as I could, heading straight for the stairs and my bedroom. I
didn’t bother turning the lights on. The three hundred-thread-count pillowcase muffled my sobs
and absorbed my tears. Shame and self-loathing are best savored in private.But I still didn’t have
a dress. The next day my mother and I descended upon the last fat-girl clothing store in the area.
If we failed to find something, I was going to march to the department store next door and buy a
white bed sheet to wear as a toga.I shoved metal hangers across metal racks to make nerve-
racking screeching sounds. It provided the perfect background sound to accompany the horror I
experienced when I turned around. It couldn’t be. No. Not now. Not here.It was my freshman
English teacher, Mrs. Warren, with the long black hair that descended her short, squat frame
past her butt.“Jennette, fancy seeing you here!” she bubbled.I stood paralyzed, as if caught in
the glare of her shiny, silver, square earrings. I hated seeing teachers outside of school walking
around pretending they were normal people with actual lives. Once I had spotted my math
teacher at the grocery store and ducked behind a row of diet pills to avoid her. It was the best
use for Fen-phen I’d ever found.“Uh ...” I mumbled. Then my mother swooped to my rescue.“Hi!



I’m Jennette’s mom. We met at open house night,” she said as she offered her hand to Mrs.
Warren. “We’re just here shopping for a graduation dress,” she continued, as her personality
filled the room and I blended into the background.As they kept gabbing, I started wandering to
the dressing rooms with two dresses that might not make me look like the Stay Puft
Marshmallow Man’s chubby little sister. As I turned the corner, I nearly dropped the clothes
hangers in shock.There, exiting the dressing rooms, was Mrs. Fielding, my current senior
English teacher, who taught from her chair because standing all day hurt her feet. I was
shopping at the same store as not one, but two, of my English teachers. If they had been math
teachers instead, they’d have known the odds against this happening. Mrs. Fielding stepped
back in surprise as we locked eyes.“Jennette, fancy seeing you here!” she said. Then she
noticed my entourage and greetings were exchanged. All of us. Together. At the fat-girl store. At
the exact same time.There must have been one killer sale going on.“Why don’t you go and try on
those dresses?” my mother said.“Yeah, we can have a little fashion show and tell you what we
think,” seconded Mrs. Warren.At this point my memory goes blank. I can’t recall the ordeal of
trying on several white dresses for half of the English faculty at Everett High School. I’ve read
that the mind blocks out traumatic memories for its own protection. I figure it’s for the best.I did
finally find a dress that wasn’t completely atrocious. I sold it online after eBay was invented. I’ve
never run into my former English teachers while shopping again either, but only because I
moved to another state.Near the end of high school I became friends with Felicity. I liked that she
got free movie rentals. She liked that I was fatter than she was.One easy way to make yourself
feel thin is to hang out with someone who is fatter than you. I didn’t do this much because not
many people could make me feel thin. When I was still only moderately fat in middle school, a
girl who was fatter than me moved into a rental house down the street. I can’t remember her
name. I can remember sitting at our out-of-tune piano when what’s-her-name appeared next to
me. For the first time in my life, I felt small, like a cotton T-shirt that had shrunk three sizes in the
dryer. If I’d known how to, I would have played a dramatic minor seventh chord to accompany my
shock. Did people feel this tiny when they stood next to me?I never became good friends with
the nameless girl from down the street, but Felicity started calling me a lot our senior year. She
was one of only two people who asked me to do stuff in high school to coax me out of my
room.Felicity was pushy and I was a pushover, and so our dysfunctional friendship began. I
didn’t think she was fat, but like many teenage girls she thought she really needed to lose fifteen
pounds. Superman may have x-ray vision, but Felicity could spot a six-ounce weight loss or gain
on anyone’s body. She would frequently mention who she thought had lost weight. I found this
fascinating and disturbing. I wanted to be thinner, but I wasn’t betting on the prom queen’s dress
size. Felicity even joined Weight Watchers for a while. I’m sure all the truly fat girls at her
meetings must have wondered what a thin girl like Felicity was doing in their cult.Felicity and I
eventually “broke up” during our first year of college. She was high maintenance and I had gotten
to a point where I was afraid to answer the phone. My family was too cheap to get caller ID. I had
started avoiding her when I went home for visits and would tell people not to mention that I’d



been in town. I was hoping our friendship could just fade out like many high school relationships.
I hated conflict and didn’t know how to dump her gracefully.It was also hard because Felicity and
I had good times. We weren’t friends just because I was fatter than her. She was brave when I
was cowardly, passionate when I was hesitant. She was living out loud while I had the volume
turned down so I wouldn’t disturb my neighbors. She’s still the only person I’ve sung “Girls Just
Want to Have Fun” with badly and boldly while driving along the interstate with the windows
down.I eventually sent Felicity an email telling her I thought our friendship had run its course.
This still ranks in the top ten shittiest things I have ever done in my life. She at least deserved a
phone call, but I knew I’d just break down and start crying over the conflict. In Felicity’s life story, I
don’t doubt that I am credited as “Mean Girl #3.”I fear a high school reunion because Felicity’s
the kind of person who would slap me. And then throw a drink in my face. And then stab me with
a toothpick. We’d sometimes go for walks on the perfectly trimmed grass of the park near my
house and talk about how thin we’d be by our high school reunion. I wonder how she’d feel about
the fact that I actually did it. She might have done it too. I wonder if it made her feel less
miserable about her body, or if after all that walking she ultimately ended up in the same place
she started?Being fat was traumatic, but the food was amazing.I ate like most people would dare
to only if an asteroid were scheduled to demolish the planet tomorrow afternoon. I’ve never been
on the set of an XXX video, but I’ve seen food porn up close and personal. Culinary voyeurism,
just like shocking tales of sexual exploits, will make you sit back in stunned silence thinking,
“She put a what in her mouth?” I didn’t get fat because I had mad broccoli cravings. I ate frozen
orange juice concentrate straight out of the can. I sucked on spoonfuls of Tang crystals. At
restaurants I would grab packets of jellies and jams from the center of the table, peel back the
silver covers, and lick the gooey insides off my fingers.My daily lunch during sophomore year of
high school was a box of Everlasting Gobstoppers I bought from the librarians as soon as the
bell rang. My breakfast was four slices of whole-wheat bread.I slathered slices of white bread
with butter and ate them raw. If I had thought to sprinkle sugar on top, I would have tried that too.
I bought bags of mini-marshmallows and popped the cylindrical puffs into my mouth one by one,
counting how many I could dissolve into a gigantic, high-fructose blob without suffocating.When
my family was away for a week, I made a no-bake Oreo cake so I could eat it all myself. I
snacked on rocks of brown sugar. I drank maple syrup straight out of the jar until the sugar
burned the back of my throat.And it was good.As freaky as these tawdry excerpts from my
childhood food diary are, I didn’t eat like this all the time. Incidents involving a collectible Care
Bears glass from McDonald’s containing equal parts of chocolate syrup and milk are memorable
because they didn’t happen every day. You don’t get to be five feet and nine inches tall without
having some nutrients in your diet.I’m not sure why I did these things. I could say it was a way of
burying my feelings. I could say it just tasted good and I didn’t know better. I could spin some
story about how food never judged me. But I don’t know if any of those things are actually true. I
just know that I ate the whole pizza.I obviously knew making chocolate frosting as an afternoon
snack was wrong; otherwise I wouldn’t have secretly made it in the basement with a hand mixer.



It was wrong in the same way that downloading MP3s off the Internet is wrong—I could do it
without much guilt. If you could eat half a bowl of cookie dough without feeling guilty about the
chocolate chips melting in your mouth, wouldn’t you? And if we lived in a magical fairyland
where cookie dough had zero calories, would there be any reason not to?After college, I lived
with my mom for several years while I paid off credit card debt and college loans. Occasionally
she invited people over, people with functioning visual cortexes, people who would see how fat I
had become. This wouldn’t do.My relatives were coming over. I obviously needed to hide.I’d
never been social. Even before I’d become fat I’d been the last girl in first grade handing out
valentines to all my peers because I didn’t know their names. For several years in middle school I
refused to answer the phone, which couldn’t have had much to do with my fat because my voice
didn’t sound particularly chubby. In college I wondered if I might have social anxiety disorder, but
my research revealed those people were terrified to simply go to the grocery store. Obviously I
didn’t have that problem.Once past the 300-pound mark, I avoided seeing old friends and
relatives so they wouldn’t know how out of control my problem had become. I now lived in a
different city and state than where I had gone to high school, so I never ran into old friends at the
mall, not that I ever went to the mall. I had outgrown the largest pants at Lane Bryant, so there
was no reason to face the packs of skinny teenagers in lowrise jeans. Meeting strangers wasn’t
any better because I knew the first thing they’d see was my fat, which I found to be rather
disgusting. I would look at myself naked in the mirror before I took a shower and try to wash away
the self-loathing with the “hard rain” setting on the showerhead. If I felt that way about myself,
how could I expect other people not to?Several of my aunts and uncles were dropping by on
their way home from my cousin’s Little League game in Bloomington. I wanted to leave the
house and hide in the dark of a movie theater, if my butt would fit in the seats. But I stayed and
greeted my aunts and uncles at the door for my mother’s sake so I wouldn’t appear rude. Then I
hid in the back den at the first possible moment.Fifteen minutes went by. Then thirty.How long
were they going to be here? Weren’t they in a hurry to get where they were going? I heard my
young cousins dashing around the sofa in the living room and decided I need to make a dash for
it too. Now. I crept out the back hallway into the garage and into my car. I pushed the button on
the automatic garage door opener and left without telling anyone where I was going.Where was I
going? How far would I have to drive before I escaped myself? I wasn’t so different from my dad
after all.After an hour browsing the dollar bin at Target, I struggled across the parking lot and
headed home. I slowed down at the stop sign three lawns from our house. I turned my head left
and peered down the street. My mother was talking to my aunt, who was smoking a cigarette, in
the front yard. They caught a glimpse of my maroon car and started waving at me.I took my foot
off the brake and kept driving. I’d been made, but I couldn’t go back there. They’d invaded my
safe zone, my land of denial, the place I felt comfortable being fat. But I had nowhere else to go. I
drove and drove. I think I stopped at a Starbucks. Time passed. I drove by our front yard again,
and finally all their cars were gone.I entered our house through the garage so the neighbors
wouldn’t see me.“Are you okay?” my mom asked.“Yeah,” I said.“Where did you go? Didn’t you



see us waving at you?” she asked. “We were worried.”“I’m sorry.” I said. “I just had to get away.”
Too bad it never worked.What I regret most is all the stories I don’t have to tell. I wanted to take a
swing dancing class in college, but I didn’t go because I couldn’t foresee anyone flinging my fat
ass into the air. At a birthday party held at a hotel, I lied and said I’d forgotten my bathing suit,
which was actually hidden under my Rainbow Brite pajamas in my suitcase. Let’s not even talk
about the times I tried to play on the teeter-totter.I was an accomplice in a hate crime against
myself. I was a mime feeling up walls that didn’t exist but that I thought separated me from the
world. I don’t have any stories about the high school prom because I didn’t go. I could have gone
with a gay guy, but I said no, escaping at least one fat-girl cliché. I didn’t want to face a ballroom
filled with my peers. I didn’t think I would look good in a dress either, if I could manage to find
one that didn’t make me look like a cupcake. I don’t particularly regret not going, but I regret that
I thought I couldn’t go. Even if I were the ugliest, fattest girl on the planet, I didn’t owe it to anyone
to be pretty and thin.A decade later, I lost more than a hundred pounds to weigh what I had
senior year. I bought a black and pink dress with a delicately embroidered rose on the bodice to
wear to a cousin’s wedding. It was the fanciest dress I’d ever bought. I was still fat, but I felt
stunning. I also looked like a bridesmaid because no one told me the wedding colors were pink
and black.I went through old photos recently trying to figure out how fat I had been at different
times in my life. I found one from middle school, back when I felt like a human dump truck. I
looked so thin. I wanted to invent a time machine for the sole purpose of going back to smack
some sense into myself. You are almost never as fat as you think you are. If I could teach the fat
girls of the world one thing, that would be it.But eventually I got fatter than I’d ever been, and a
positive attitude could help me only so much. Some problems had nothing to do with my self-
image or what magazine editors in New York put on their covers. When I was morbidly obese,
restaurant booths were too small and seat belts didn’t always buckle. It was the inverse of the
days when I was a child, when kitchen counters were too high and chairs were too big. The
world was not sized to fit me. I felt like I didn’t belong.Ironically, while the items in the world
frequently seemed too small, the world itself was often too large. One summer I attended a lawn
concert on the river and had to walk half a mile to and from the parking lot. I was mortified as
people constantly passed me, effortlessly walking by on an evening stroll, while I struggled all
2,600 feet just to reach my car. Out of breath and sweating, I told myself, as I told myself every
day of my life, “I really need to lose weight.”
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Donna Hill, “Interesting Tale of a Young Woman's Weight Journey. To make this weight-loss story
perfect for me it would have had less technical detail, less lame humor, and more about what
she actually ate when she was losing the weight. For example, when she uses the treadmill for
the first time, I don't need to hear all the details--"I pulled out the little key," etc. Some of her
humor was okay, some wasn't needed. I liked the honesty, the expression of her feelings every
step of the way. I liked it that she was honest about her relapses and I was sincerely interested in
all her ups and downs.One thing I learned from this book was that everything is relative. She is
between two and three hundred pounds when she starts to become more comfortable with her
body and more able to be active and enjoy exercise. I think she is 210 when she starts to feel
really wonderful psychologically and physically. This is food for thought because some of us start
our journeys at that weight or lower. So it can give us a new perspective. If she is feeling
comfortable at 210, we too can certainly get out there and walk and exercise and feel good
about ourselves. We won't have as long a journey as Fulda did--coming from 372.I understand
her reasoning behind her desire to keep most of her diet a secret. I might have felt the same way
had I been writing a book. Still, this doesn't stop me from wishing that she would have given
away some secrets. Still, let's face it--we all know what most people do in order to lose a lot of
weight--they give up all the white stuff and load up on lean protein, vegetables, and salads. It's
not rocket science.I disagree with anyone who said that it's not a well-written book. There is
nothing wrong with her English. I just feel that like so many writers today, she felt the need to use
filler to make a bigger book. So she is a little more repetitious than we might like and more
detailed. But she's honest, sincere, and interesting much of the time.”

bas bleu, “The first weight loss book that led me to feel like I knew the author in person.. I have
always been a loner , like the author . My nature is not one to let what anyone else thinks of me
effect me for longer than ( in most cases) it takes them to relay their message to me.So I really
clicked with this book and more importantly her journey, not so much the weight loss part as the
personal parts, the feelings and emotions she goes through, the observations made about
herself and others as they thread through the book. I have just started a gluten free diet and am
mathcing that up with a South Beach style except I totally agree with our author.... if you want it ,
eat it, just not every day or every couple of days. I have battled my weight all my life, yoyo
dieting, excercising and not excersing. I especailly went for the all protein diet, also tried the
veggie soup diet, the 'not eating until I am sick to my stomach diet'. From age 8 forward to having
5 grandchildren. I think I have finally grown up enough to understand it is about the choices I
make every day on what to put in my mouth or visa versa. I have lost 15 pounds in a month , not
bad for a granny. But finding this book was like finding a friend. First I read it cover to cover and
now I have passages marked to read when I am having a tough day or reach the all horrid
platau. The author has a natural gift for writing, she is so funny, and so candid, I found her book



totally refreshing instead of another glossed over clinical trial that forgets about the real people
losing the weight. This will be my companion book for many years or as long as it takes to stop
having many of the feelins the authoress had. This is a review of the kindle version. I do not
know if the kindle version is different than the book.”

liz56, “A must read, very insightful. Jennette's honesty in this book is remarkable. She opens up
about the daily struggles of what it's like to be obese. It is so refreshing!! It's not another how to
lose weight book or a diet and exercise book. It is REAL!!! People who are overwhelmed by
needing to lose significant weight for their health ought to read this book. They won't feel so
alone. They will be able to relate to the numerous identity conflicts, embarrassing issues, and flat
out facts of what it's like to live among a world of skinny people as a "fat person." Jennette uses
that phrase a lot. It's a bit alarming at first, but her willingness to face the obesity issue head on is
what makes this book so powerful. I read this book out of love for a family member who is
struggling with needing to lose a significant amount of weight. It gave me so much insight into
what a lonely mountain weight loss is to climb. I was rooting for Jennette as she recounted her
story and I was inspired by her vulnerability. This book is a great reminder of how talented, funny,
kind, and "real" a person can be, underneath all that weight that we so often get distracted by.
Instead of watching the overweight people we know continue to pile on more weight, let's realize
that they need us to help them fight the fight. And that another how to or diet book isn't the
answer. They need to read Jennette's story and realize that if she can do it they can too!!!(I
suppose the only slight knock I would have against this book is the fact that Jennette was in her
twenties when she tackled her weight challenge. For someone older reading this book, it might
be easy to say "But she was young." Regardless of age though, Jennette's description of her
walk through obesity and her journey out of it is raw and inspiring. And it just might be the type of
encouragement ANYONE who is struggling with weight or identity issues needs in order to feel
less alone and eager for a life change.)”

MrsBinHK, “First half is so good!! Worth buying!. That’s why I’ve he nailed five stars... didn’t
finish it but felt I got enough from the first half to not continue reading, might be the wrong thing
to say but I totally recommend reading this. The crunch moment when she starts to make
changes and how she sticks to it is what it is all about for me.”

K. Rawlings, “Very motivational. No quick fixes just small changes repeated. Refreshing to read a
book about weight loss that isn’t about the latest fad diet”

Peachy, “Very inspirational read. I loved this book! It's a great real life story of one woman's
journey from fat to fit and I found it very inspirational. If this lady can do it then so can you! It's
written in a way that is very easy to read and I can't believe that anyone would fail to take
something away from this book.I read the Kindle version but would go as far as buying a hard



copy of it as I liked it that much.”

KarenGuerin, “half-Assed? not at all!. A full and frank story of a weight-loss journey. Makes you
wake up to the truth about weight gain (how it happens - think really hard and honestly about
this) and how you get it off (hazard a guess). It comes down to really wanting to ... And for all the
right reasons.  A good inspirational read if you're looking for that kick up the butt.”

The book by Jennette Fulda has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 318 people have provided feedback.
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